Study of the cycle-to-cycle variations of an internal combustion engine fuelled with natural gas/hydrogen blends from the diagnosis of combustion pressure
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A methodology is presented for studying the influence of using alternative fuels on the cycle-to-cycle variations of a spark ignition engine which has been fuelled with mixtures of natural gas and hydrogen in different proportions (0–100%). The experimental facility consists of a single-cylindrical spark ignition engine coupled to an asynchronous machine with a constant engine rotation speed of 1500 rpm. A thermodynamic combustion diagnostic model based on genetic algorithms is used to evaluate the combustion chamber pressure data experimentally obtained in the mentioned engine. The model is used to make the pressure diagnosis of series of 830 consecutive engine cycles automatically, with a high grade of objectivity of the combustion analysis, since the relevant adjustment parameters (i.e. pressure offset, effective compression ratio, top dead center angular position, heat transfer coefficients) are calculated by the genetic algorithm. Results indicate that the combustion process is dominated by the turbulence inside the combustion chamber (generated during intake and compression), showing little dependency of combustion variation on the mixture composition. This becomes more evident when relevant combustion variables are plotted versus the Mass Fraction Burned of each mixture. The only exception is the case of 100% hydrogen, due to the inherent higher laminar speed of hydrogen that causes combustion acceleration and thus turbulence generation.
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1. Introduction

Because of the increasing concern about energy deficiency and environmental defence, much effort has been focused on the use of alternative fuels in internal combustion engines (ICE). Alternative fuels are clean, when compared to conventional ones derived from petroleum in ICE. Natural gas (NG) is considered to be a probable alternative fuel due to its properties and higher octane number. NG is a mixture of different gases where methane is its main constituent (75–98% of methane; 0.5–13% of ethane; and 0–2.6% of propane [1]). NG combustion causes less emissions than that of...
conventional fuels because the chemical structure of NG is less complicated, together with the non-existence of evaporation phase of the fuel [2]. The high octane number of NG (between 120 and 130) allows the engine to operate at more elevated compression ratios, because it gives a high anti-knocking potential [3]. However, NG has a slow burning velocity, compared to liquid fuels, which can be solved by mixing it with a fuel with a high burning velocity such as hydrogen [4]. Hydrogen has also been mixed with gasoline because of its excellent combustion properties [5,6].

Burning velocity of NG–hydrogen mixtures varying from 0 to 100% have been carried out for different conditions of pressure and temperature. Huang et al. [7] studied the laminar flame characteristics of NG–hydrogen mixtures in a constant-volume combustion bomb at normal temperature and pressure (300 K and 0.1 MPa of initial conditions) by using the Schlieren photographic method and a high-speed camera. Their results show that laminar burning velocities increase exponentially with the increase of the percentage of hydrogen in the mixture and they obtained a formula (based on the experimental data) for calculating the laminar burning velocity of NG–hydrogen mixtures as a function of the equivalence ratio and the percentage of hydrogen in the mixture. Hu et al. [8] developed an experimental and numerical study of lean mixtures of NG–hydrogen at elevated temperatures and pressures over a wide range of hydrogen percentages in the mixture. In this work the un-stretched laminar burning velocities rose with the increase of hydrogen fraction and initial temperature, and decreased with the increase of initial pressure (the case in which the flame instability increased because of the decrease of the Markstein number). Hu et al. [9] conducted an experimental numerical study on laminar burning velocities of premixed methane–hydrogen mixtures at room conditions of temperature and pressure. They identify three zones on the burning velocity depending on the percentage of hydrogen in the mixture. When the content of hydrogen in the mixture is less than 60% the combustion is dominated by methane; the transition zone where hydrogen percentage is between 60% and 80%; and the methane-inhibited hydrogen combustion zone, where the percentage of hydrogen is greater than 80%. In the first and third zones, the laminar burning velocity increases linearly with the increase of hydrogen percentage in the mixture. However, in the transition zone the increment is exponential.

Cycle-to-cycle variations in spark ignition engines fuelled with mixtures of natural gas and hydrogen have been widely studied [10–14]. Wang et al. [10] studied the effect of hydrogen addition on cycle-by-cycle variations of the natural gas engine. Their results showed that the peak cylinder pressure, the maximum rate of pressure rise and the indicated mean effective pressure increased and their corresponding cycle-by-cycle variations decreased with the increase of hydrogen fraction at lean mixture operation. Huang et al. [11] analysed the cycle-by-cycle variations in a spark ignition engine fuelled with natural gas–hydrogen blends combined with Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR). The effects of EGR ratio and hydrogen percentage on engine cycle-by-cycle variations were studied. The results show that cycle-by-cycle variations increase with the increase of EGR ratio. For a given EGR ratio, combustion stability is promoted and cycle-by-cycle variations are decreased with the increase of hydrogen fraction in the fuel mixtures. Ma et al. [12] conducted an experimental work to investigate the effects of hydrogen addition on the combustion behaviour and cycle-by-cycle variations in a turbocharged lean burn natural gas SI engine. They found that hydrogen addition contributes to reducing flame development duration, whose reduction has highly positive effects on keeping down cycle-by-cycle variations. Wang and Ji [13] investigated the cyclic variation characteristics of a hydrogen-enriched gasoline engine, and their results showed that hydrogen addition was more effective in reducing cyclic variation at low loads and the coefficient of variation in indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP) decreased with the increment of the percentage of hydrogen in the mixture. Wang et al. [14] studied cyclic variations of natural gas/hydrogen mixtures in a constant-volume vessel with direct-injection. Their results showed that cyclic variations were initiated at the beginning of the flame development and cyclic variations decreased with the increase of hydrogen addition.

Different mixtures of NG and hydrogen have been used as fuel in internal combustion engines in the works previously mentioned [7–14] and in the work of Tinaut et al. [15] where the effect of the addition of hydrogen on the emissions and performance of an engine fuelled with NG is analysed.

The experimental study of the combustion process in internal combustion engines through combustion chamber pressure analysis is frequently used to accurately know the evolution of thermodynamic variables, such as temperature, heat release, turbulent combustion speed, etc. These studies are focused on the improvement of thermal efficiency and reduction of pollutant emissions.

Depending on the aim of the combustion study, different kinds or categories of models can be proposed. If the detailed effects of geometry are not considered to be necessary, zero-dimensional models (also called thermodynamic models) are widely used [16–18]. In general, these models are structured on a thermodynamic analysis of the contents of the engine cylinder during the engine operating cycle. The output of the model is the heat release rate or the Mass Fraction Burned (MBF) evolution, see Fig. 1.

In order to obtain an appropriate diagnosis of the combustion based on the analysis of experimental in-cylinder pressure data, some parameters need to be adjusted. These are: pressure offset, angular positioning of the pressure trace, heat transfer through the walls and compression ratio or clearance volume. Pressure offset and angular positioning are directly related to the measuring techniques. Heat transfer can be modelled and the compression ratio can vary slightly from the specifications. The influence of these parameters is schematically shown in Fig. 2.

The importance of the in-cylinder pressure signal lies in the amount of information that can be provided such as peak pressure, indicated mean effective pressure, pumping mean effective pressure or it can even allow some more complex calculations such as the previously mentioned combustion diagnosis on the basis of the First Law of Thermodynamics. Modern in-cylinder pressure measurement systems are based on the acquisition of the signal produced by piezo-electric crystals, usually synchronized with an angular encoder signal. This technique has some experimental uncertainties as
described by Lapuerta [19] and Payri [20]. One of the disadvantages of the utilization of these kinds of transducers for pressure measurement is that they can only measure pressure variations, thus an absolute pressure can not be obtained directly. This means that a pressure offset correction (also called pressure pegging) is needed in order to obtain an absolute value, being this being one of the main problems for this measuring technique [20,21].

Another experimentally related parameter that needs to be adjusted is the angular positioning of the pressure trace. Normally pressure signal is acquired synchronized with an angular encoder, in general a crankshaft angular basis is preferred than a time basis. The positioning of the reference relative to the top dead center (TDC) of the encoder reference signal (usually one pulse per revolution) is not easy. Martin [22] estimates that an error of ±2 crank angle degrees is usually obtained when the encoder is attached. The issue is to correctly locate the position of TDC [19,20,23] in order to calculate the correct volume for each pressure data acquired using a correct angular position and compression ratio.

Heat transferred through the walls is usually calculated using Woschni’s model [24]. Heat losses can represent up to 20% of the heat released [25]. Due to this fact, an accurate heat loss estimation is necessary in order to adjust the calculated heat released, i.e. the amount of energy released by the fuel. A calibration of Woschni’s heat transfer coefficient is usually done to obtain a correct diagnosis of combustion [26].

Normally all of these parameters are adjusted by different methodologies or, in many cases, based on the researcher’s experience. In the present paper a more objective new adjusting method is proposed, based on a genetic algorithm strategy in order to ensure an optimal adjustment.

Genetic algorithms were first introduced by Holland [27]. These algorithms belong to a group of heuristic mathematical techniques generally used to solve optimization problems, which are known as evolutionary algorithms. Since its introduction, genetic algorithms have been widely used to solve diverse optimization problems in different fields of thermo-dynamic and fluid science [28,29], proving to be a powerful tool to solve complex problems.

As an application of the model presented in this paper, a study of cycle-to-cycle variation in a spark ignition engine is carried out. This phenomenon is inherent to this kind of engine [25] and has been widely studied. Many studies have been carried out in order to find out the main causes of this effect [30,31]. Cycle-to-cycle variations are considered to be caused by dispersions in the flame speed, combustion duration and turbulence [32]. The effect of cyclic dispersion is also described and studied by Litak et al. [33,34] using statistical treatments (such as histograms, return maps and recurrence plots) of pressure data and heat release. These variations result in a diminution of up to 20% in the mean effective torque [35].

Cyclic dispersion can be evaluated by statistical processing of the maximum pressure ($p_{\text{max}}$) and the angle at which the maximum pressure is reached ($\alpha p_{\text{max}}$) [36]. It has been studied with the variation in heat released during combustion [37,38], and by using continuous wavelet transform to analyse Indicated Mean Effective Pressure (imep) time series [39]. Recently it also has been studied in Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) engine processes [40,41], using complex CFD simulations [42] and using zero-dimensional predictive models based on stochastic estimation of the physically relevant parameters [43].

The authors have developed a diagnostic model, with temperature dependent thermodynamic properties and consideration of heat losses, to perform an analysis of engine combustion pressure. In combination with a procedure based on genetic algorithms, the diagnostic tool can eliminate the subjectivity (or bias) introduced by the operator in obtaining results and to increase the analysis capability to using hundreds. In the work, six series of 830 consecutive engine pressure cycles have been analysed, obtaining the combustion diagnosis of each cycle. The study of the cyclic variability is carried out first by using traditional parameters, such as the coefficient of variation of the imep between others. In second place, this study is also carried out by considering the values of the deviation of the Mass Fraction Burning Rate (MFR) as a function of the Mass Fraction Burned (MBF).

The principal objective of this work is to obtain an estimation of the influence of the percentage of hydrogen in the fuel mixture in a single-cylinder spark ignition engine on the cycle-to-cycle variations by means of a thermodynamic combustion diagnostic model which uses genetic algorithms to adjust the experimental correction factors. Mixtures of natural gas and hydrogen in six different proportions (100, 60, 40, 20, 0% of hydrogen in volume) with a fuel/air equivalence ratio of 0.7 are used as fuel in the engine studied.

2. Methodology

2.1. Experimental apparatus and procedure

The tests were performed in a single-cylinder, four-stroke, air cooled MINSEL M380 engine. This engine was originally
designed as a compression ignition engine. A few changes were made to transform it into a spark ignition engine. The original injector was substituted for a spark plug and a modification in the piston was made in order to transform the combustion chamber and reduce the original compression ratio. The specifications of the cylinder are: 80 mm bore, and 75 mm stroke.

This engine was coupled to a 5.5 kW LEROY SOMER asynchronous machine that was used as cranker and brake. The engine has been instrumented for the measurement of mean engine performance values to determine when it is stabilized, such as, intake and exhaust pressures, and intake, exhaust, cylinder head and oil temperatures. When the engine is stabilized in the certain operating point, the instantaneous pressure in the combustion chamber is registered and stored in the digital oscilloscope. Imep at each operating point is then calculated from the instantaneous pressure plot.

Engine rotational speed was maintained at 1500 rpm and intake pressure was set at 0.5 bar, while the angle of spark ignition was set to obtain the maximum brake torque for each fuel composition. Six different fuel mixtures composed of different proportions of hydrogen and NG with a fixed fuel/air equivalence ratio $\varphi$ of 0.7 have been tested. A schematic diagram of the test facility is presented in Fig. 3.

2.1.1. Cylinder pressure measurement
In the experimental setup, the pressure inside the cylinder was measured by using a piezo-electric sensor AVL GU21D (maximum calibration error of 0.06%). This sensor was connected to a KISTLER 5018A1000 charge amplifier (maximum calibration error of 0.3%). The output signal of the charge amplifier was recorded on a Yokogawa DL750 Scopecorder (16 bits AD converter). The estimated error of the pressure acquisition is 0.36% over the measuring range. The crankshaft angle was measured using a free end AVL 360C.03 angular encoder. This encoder has 600 marks per revolution: i.e. a 0.6 degrees resolution and also a single pulse per revolution signal. In order to synchronize the pressure signal with the crankshaft angle, the option of an external clock was activated in the Scopecorder.

2.1.2. Mass flow set and measurement
The fuel used during the experiments was a mixture of hydrogen and NG. The inlet mixture of hydrogen/NG and air was established with two BROOKS thermal mass flow controllers. These kinds of controllers are equipped with a proportional valve and an actuator. Therefore, the mass flow rate could be measured and controlled at once. A 5853S model was used for the air and two 5851S models were used for the NG and hydrogen. The mixture of the NG, hydrogen and air was formed in the intake port.

2.2. Models employed
2.2.1. Thermodynamic model for combustion analysis
The one-zone, zero-dimensional thermodynamic model used is designed to perform the analysis (or diagnosis) of premixed combustion. The model solves the energy conservation equation during the closed valves phase interval. As it is a diagnostic model, pressure is the input of the model, whereas MFB, Imep, $P_{\text{max}}$ and $a_{\text{max}}$ can be calculated. Equation (1) is a form of the energy equation discretized between two
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**Fig. 2** – Pressure trace parameters that have to be adjusted in order to obtain an appropriate pressure analysis.

**Fig. 3** – Schematic diagram of the engine setup.
consecutive data points. Since pressure acquisition is governed by the marks of the angular encoder, data points are separated by 0.6 crank angle degrees. For a constant engine speed of 1500 rpm data points they are separated by an interval of time (Δt) of 66.7 μs. The ideal gas state equation, Equation (2), is used to calculate the temperature at each data point. Additionally the total volume of the combustion chamber is a function of the crank angle (for each data point) and the geometric values of crank radius and connecting rod.

\[ U_j - U_{j-1} = \dot{Q}_{WOS} \Delta t - \frac{p_j + p_{j-1}}{2} (V_j - V_{j-1}) \]  

\[ p_j V_j = m R g_j T_j \]  

\[ V_j = V(a_j) \]

\( U \) is total internal energy, \( p \) is the pressure, \( V \) is the volume, \( T \) is the mean absolute temperature, \( R \) is the ideal gas constant referred to engine contents, and \( m \) is the total mass, assumed constant because the leakage flow is neglected and the model is executed within the closed valves interval. \( Q_{WOS} \) is the mean heat transfer flux through the walls, calculated using Woschni’s heat transfer coefficient (see Equation (6) later). The subscript \( j \) refers to a time point, while \( j-1 \) refers to the previous one.

Previous equations are solved using the following procedure: pressure is known at all angles. The initial composition of the unburned mass is a mixture of fresh intake mass (air and gaseous fuels), determined by the mass flow meters data, and an estimated mass of residuals. The composition of the final burned mass is calculated assuming a complete combustion and is the same for the residuals. The quantity of the residuals inside the cylinder is determined with a predictive model which simulates the processes of intake and exhaust from data of the intake and exhaust temperatures and the geometry of the engine [15].

The mean temperature is calculated by the ideal gas state equation, Equation (2). Internal energy is calculated with the Equation (5), as a function of the composition and temperature, where the specific internal energies per unit mass \( u_b \) and \( u_u \) (subscript \( b \) is for burned and \( u \) for unburned) are calculated with the correlations published by the NIST [44] where sensible and formation energy are included and weighted with the species composition.

\[ MFB(\alpha) = \frac{m_b(\alpha)}{m} \]

\[ U(T) = m(MFB \cdot u_b(T) + (1 - MFB) \cdot u_u(T)) \]

In order to calculate the values of variables at time \( j \) once the values at time \( j-1 \) are known, an increment of burned mass is assumed (\( \Delta m_b \)). An error in terms of energy is computed by Equation (1). This is iteratively solved to adjust the increment of burned mass to satisfy the conservation energy equation.

Heat transferred through the walls is computed by means of Woschni’s expression as is shown in Equation (6).

\[ h = k_{wos} \cdot 0.013 \cdot d_p^{-0.2} \cdot p_0^{0.8} \cdot T^{-0.53} \left( 2.28c_m + 0.00324 \cdot \frac{V_j T_j}{p_j} (p - p_m) \right)^{0.8} \]

where \( h \) is the coefficient of heat transfer, \( d_p \) is the diameter of the piston, \( c_m \) is the mean piston speed. \( T_{ic}, p_{ic} \) are the temperature and pressure when the intake valve closes and \( p_m \) is the motored engine pressure. The parameter \( k_{wos} \) is the multiplier that has to be adjusted.

2.2.2. Genetic algorithm

In order to successfully process the pressure data with the thermodynamic model the parameters such as pressure offset, crank angle positioning, compression ratio and \( k_{wos} \) should be correctly adjusted. To solve these issues, the authors have implemented a genetic algorithm, so the adjustment of the parameters is performed automatically.

Genetic algorithms have been widely used to solve many different kinds of scientific matters. These algorithms are based on Darwin’s Theory of Evolution. The key evolution mechanism is natural selection: that is, the best adapted individuals are selected to survive and to be the progenitors of the next generation. Thus by this selection, the best genetic combination is transmitted to the next generation of individuals. This procedure, repeated over several generations, ends with a new, highly-adapted individual.

The method used in this paper is specifically programmed to obtain the most accurate combustion diagnosis for each engine cycle. The concepts of individual, genetic information, codification, selection and fitness evaluation that are common in genetic algorithms have their counterparts in the presented model, see Fig. 4 and Table 1.

The genetic algorithm is used to obtain the best combination of diagnostic parameters for each cycle. This ensures that the best determination of MFB is obtained for each cycle. Normally the parameters vary inside a range determined by the user. This range can be a single value, as in this case where the parameter is fixed.

The amount of individuals of the population is \( N_{par} \) obtained by all the possible pairs of \( N_{par} \) individuals. For the formation of the initial population, the individual codification of \( N_{par} \) individuals is a combination of the uniformly distributed values within the range of variation of each diagnostic parameter defined by the user. The crossover function is applied to these individuals in order to obtain the initial population. The genetic algorithm model has been verified...
Table 1—Genetic algorithm concepts applied to the proposed method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genetic information</th>
<th>Set of diagnosis parameters (CR, ΔP, Δt, k_0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual codification</td>
<td>Set of the values of the diagnosis parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitness evaluation</td>
<td>Execution of the diagnosis model and MFB evaluation with Z function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best individuals selection</td>
<td>Best N_{pop} individuals (ordered using Z value)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic operators</td>
<td>Crossover function, determination of the new set of values of diagnosis parameters by crossing two parents to obtain a new individual codification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The last term on the right hand-side of Equation (7), is related to the final value of MFB. k_{MFB} is used to evaluate the completeness of the combustion (See the next section for application details).

2.2.2.2. Crossover function. In the crossover step, each parent is individually crossed with the rest of the parents. For the definition of the properties of each child (new individual), the genetic operators are applied. This genetic operator is a function applied to the genetic information of two parents in order to obtain the new genetic information of a child. Each value of the individual codification of the new child is obtained by means of a randomly generated number (ψ) and the crossover function, Equation (12), where ξ is the new value of the diagnostic parameter, ξ_0 and ξ_i are the higher and lower values of the properties of the parents, all of which are normalized between 0 and 1 in the range of variation of the diagnostic parameter.

\[
\xi = \begin{cases} 
\xi_0 & \text{if } 0 \leq \psi < 0.25 \\
\xi_0 + (\xi_i - \xi_0) \left( \frac{\psi - 0.25}{0.25} \right) & \text{if } 0.25 \leq \psi < 0.5 \\
\xi_i & \text{if } 0.5 \leq \psi < 0.75 \\
\xi_i + (1 - \xi_0) \left( \frac{\psi - 0.75}{0.25} \right) & \text{if } 0.75 \leq \psi < 1 
\end{cases} 
\]

r is the genetic exponent (user defined), which is a parameter that modifies the shape of the genetic operator. Higher r values increase the probability that the child diagnostic parameter value is similar to one of the parent values and decreases the probability of mutation (child value is not similar to any of the parents).

2.2.2.3. Selection of the genetic algorithm configuration. The three user selectable values for the genetic algorithm configuration are the following: the crossover function parameter r, the number of parents N_{par}, and the number of generations N_{gen}.

The number of diagnoses made for each cycle in order to obtain the optimal diagnostic parameters combination is selected through the number of parents and the number of generations (N_{par}, N_{gen}), being the number of diagnosis being: N_{diag} = N_{par}^2 N_{gen}.

The speed and accuracy of the algorithm were analysed in the context of this paper, by generating a pressure trace with a predictive model and then applying the diagnostic model presented in this paper to this pressure trace. The predictive model used is very similar to the diagnosis one as it is also a one-zone model and with temperature varying thermal properties. It solves the energy conservation equation using an input a combustion law being the output a pressure trace (among many other data). The coherence between both models (diagnostic and predictive) was checked in order to carry out the analysis. The advantage of the utilization of a generated pressure trace is that the exact value of the pressure offset, angular positioning etc. are known and disturbances due to experimental noise does not exist. Strict tolerances for all the parameters were applied in order to obtain the most accurate solution and several combinations of N_{par}, N_{gen} and r were tested.

The conclusion obtained from these tests was that for higher values of r reduces the number of possible doing a diagnostic of an ideal pressure curve obtained from a predictive model.

2.2.2.1. Z function. The criteria to select the best adapted individuals is done using the fitness function Z, Equation (7), which is applied to the MFB trace calculated with the diagnostic model for each individual codification. The Z function evaluates that there is no energy released during the compression and during the expansion phases, so that, it must be maximized (this is similar to the method proposed by Tunestal [45]). An extra criterion is added in order to take into account the average final value of Mass Fraction Burned (MFB) during the expansion, which is calculated when the combustion is finished. The score achieved by the individuals with this criterion (Z) is defined in the Equation (7).

\[
Z = -\log\left( (|\beta_{cp}|K + 1)E_{cp} + (|\beta_{ex}|K + 1)E_{ex} + |MFB_{cp} - 1|k_{MFB} \right) 
\]

Where β_{cp} and β_{ex} are the slopes of compression and expansion strokes, calculated by means of a linear regression of the MFB versus angle in the compression and expansion angular intervals; K is a scale factor and E_{cp} and E_{ex} are compression and expansion errors respectively, see Equations (8–11).

\[
E_{cp} = E_{ccp} + \sum_{i\in cp} |MFB_i|^2 
\]

\[
E_{ex} = E_{cex} + \sum_{i\in ex} |MFB_i - MFB_j|^2 
\]

\[
E_{ccp} = \begin{cases} 
\sum_{i\in cp} |MFB_i|^2 & \text{if } MFB_i < 0 \\
0 & \text{if } MFB_i > 0 
\end{cases} 
\]

\[
E_{cex} = \begin{cases} 
\sum_{i\in ex} (MFB_i - MFB_j)^2 & \text{if } MFB_i < MFB_j \\
0 & \text{if } MFB_i > MFB_j 
\end{cases} 
\]

E_{cp} and E_{ex} are computed by zones: compression, combustion and expansion (subscripts cp, cb and ex respectively). The summation in the equations is extended to the points of the indicated zone being i_{ch} for combustion, i_{cp} for compression and i_{ex} for expansion.
combinations and the solution is reached after an elevated number of diagnoses (generations). Higher values of $\tau$ also imply that the accuracy of the solution is higher. On the other hand, lower values of $\tau$ increase the number of possible combinations and the solution is reached with fewer number of diagnosis (generations) but with a lower precision.

Finally, the authors concluded that the values $N_{\text{pop}} = 30$ and $N_{\text{gen}} = 30$ ($N_{\text{diag}} = 27,000$), and using a value of $\tau = 3.0$, it represents a good compromise between the accuracy and speed of the method.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Data analysis and diagnostic model based on genetic algorithms results

To make a study of cyclic dispersion a high number of engine cycles must be analysed for each experimental set of conditions (i.e. regime, load, etc). The amount chosen by other authors varies between 120 and 2000 cycles [25,33,36,46]. In order to obtain a correct diagnosis, the parameters related to the experimental measurement procedure, i.e. angular positioning, compression ratio, heat transfer multipliers and pressure offset, must be determined, ideally without any subjectivity.

Angular position of the TDC and the compression ratio are the same for all the tests if the engine geometry and encoder position is not changed, but are initially unknown. Heat transfer coefficient multipliers need to be adjusted and pressure offset must be determined, ideally without any subjectivity.

The set of experiments for this work consisted of the acquisition in the motored engine of the pressure trace of 20 consecutive cycles and the acquisition of the pressure data of six series of 830 consecutive cycles, each one with a fixed equivalence ratio $\varphi$ of 0.7. The NG and hydrogen mixture tested were with 100, 80, 60, 40, 20 and 0% of NG and completion of hydrogen. Inlet pressure was maintained constant (0.5 bar), engine speed was fixed at 1500 rpm and pressure data were recorded when the engine reached steady conditions. The diagnostic tool is applied to the first pressure record. In the first round all the test parameters were released with the exception of the Woschni’s multiplier. The results for each fuel mixture composition tested are shown in Table 2, where also the imep is exposed. In this Table it is possible to see that the Woschni’s coefficient increases with the increment of the percentage of hydrogen in the mixture.

In a second round the model is newly run and in this case the angular position and compression ratio are fixed to the previously obtained average values. In this execution Woschni’s multiplier is released. The results of the Woschni’s multiplier are then compared with the MFB final value for all cycles (MFB). By means of a linear regression, the optimum value of Woschni’s multiplier is then calculated in order to obtain an MFB value of one.

Woschni’s coefficient can be different from one test to another, depending on the equivalence ratio, although in this paper only results for a fixed value of equivalence ratio are presented.

In a third and last round, all the genetic algorithm parameters are fixed except the pressure offset, which is always left free.

In Fig. 5 results of MFB are represented versus the angle obtained in the diagnostic process for all the cycles and tests. It is possible to see that as the proportion of hydrogen increases, the duration of the combustion and the dispersion of the results decrease.

3.2. Cycle-to-cycle dispersion analysis results

Cyclic dispersion analysis has been carried out over six series of 830 consecutive cycles for a fixed value of the fuel/air equivalence ratio. A traditional estimator [47] of the cycle-by-cycle variation is the Coefficient of Variation of Indicated Mean Pressure (COVIMEP = $(\sigma_{\text{IMEP}}/\mu_{\text{IMEP}})*100$), obtained by non-dimensionalising the standard deviation with the mean value of IMEP.

With the diagnostic model, the MFB of each cycle as a function of crank angle for six series (shown in Fig. 5) is obtained. Also, the angular derivative of MFB (MFBR, Mass Fraction Burning Rate) of each cycle again as a function of crank angle can be obtained (check Fig. 1).

The MFBR is related to the turbulent combustion speed $S_c$ of flame front through Equation (13).

$$\text{MFBR} = \frac{\rho_u c_d}{m} S_c$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

where $S_c$ is the combustion velocity for a given value of crank angle $\alpha$ (and a related value of MFB), and $m$ is the total mass. For a specific crank angle $\alpha$, $\rho_u$ and $A_c$ can show different values from cycle-to-cycle. In all cycles, when the amount of burned mass is the same (same value of MFB), if we assume that the piston position varies slightly during the combustion, $\rho_u$ and $A_c$ can be considered similar for all the cycles. In this case, the average value of MFBR is proportional to the average value of $S_c$, Equation (14), where $N_c$ is the number of cycles of a pressure record.

$$\text{MFBR}_{\text{MFB}} = \frac{N_c}{\sum_{i=1}^{N_c} \text{MFBR}_i(MFB)} = \frac{\rho_u c_d}{m} S_c(MFB)$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

The standard deviation of MFBR ($\sigma_{(MFBR)}$) is proportional to the standard deviation of $S_c$. This latter value
may be considered as the turbulent intensity of the combustion speed.

\[
\sigma(MFBR) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N_c} \sum_{i=1}^{N_c} [MFBR(MFB) - \bar{MFBR}(MFB)]^2} = \frac{\rho_u A_f}{m} \sigma(S_c)
\]

(15)

The average of \( (MFBR(MFBR)) \) and the standard deviation, \( \sigma(MFBR) \), are plotted versus MFB in Figs. 6 and 7. These results are calculated for different fuel mixture compositions. Fig. 6 shows that the average value of MFBR is dependent on the proportion of hydrogen in the fuel mixture, as could be expected due to the dependence on the laminar combustion velocity.

In Fig. 7, the standard deviation of MFBR is presented in the same conditions. The turbulent variation of the combustion speed is much less dependent on the percentage of hydrogen in the fuel mixture, with the exception of pure hydrogen, in which the values are higher than in the other cases. If we observe the mixtures up to 80% of hydrogen, the turbulent intensity of the combustion speed is similar in all the cases. This suggests that the combustion process is mainly dominated by the turbulence inside the combustion chamber due to the admission and compression processes. As the conditions (geometry, rpm, load rate) are similar in all the cases, those turbulence levels are also the same. However, in the case of pure hydrogen, the turbulence intensity of the burning rate is higher, since the elevated combustion speed has a huge influence on the turbulence levels for the coupling between combustion development and fluid conditions.

In Fig. 8 the coefficient of variation of MFBR (COV(MFBR), given as the ratio of the standard deviation of MFBR and the average value of MFBR) is plotted versus MFB. This COV(MFBR) represents a measure of the combustion speed dispersion relative to the combustion speed. As can be seen, in general COV(MFBR) decreases as the percentage of hydrogen increases in the fuel mixture in line with what was previously observed in Fig. 7.
Finally, Fig. 9 shows, for each fuel mixture, the average MFB at 45% of MFB versus the MFB at 5% of MFB. In order to increase the resolution, the axis range for all the graphs is the same, although in the bottom plots the origin of both axis is shifted. Values of MFB at 5% of MFB are representative of the burning rate during the first stage of combustion, while values of MFB at 45% of MFB are representative of burning rate during the second stage of the combustion process where turbulence is important. The cloud-like shape of correlation points for all mixtures show that there is little relationship between the combustion velocity in the first stage of the combustion and its posterior evolution. In addition, the worst correlation can be seen for the case of 100% hydrogen, reinforcing the idea that hydrogen combustion is not so dominated by flow turbulence, due to its high laminar speed.

4. Conclusions

In this work the cycle-to-cycle variations in a spark ignition engine fuelled with alternative fuel mixtures of NG and hydrogen have been studied, with the objective of determining the effect of introducing in the engine different proportions of hydrogen in the combustion process.

A new method for characterizing the cycle-to-cycle variations has been developed. This technique is based on the use of genetic algorithms. The method automatically yields an objective diagnosis of combustion pressure records for a high number of cycles. The methodology allows us to obtain a very accurate adjustment of the optimum parameters of a diagnosis: angular positioning, compression ratio, heat transfer coefficients and pressure offset. Since the diagnosis is made in an automatic and objective way, it allows us to study a high number of cycles without introducing any subjectivity due to data manipulation.

With some hypotheses it is possible to determine the average combustion burning rate (proportional to combustion speed) and its standard deviation. Results indicate that as the proportion of hydrogen increases in the mixture, the duration of the combustion and the relative dispersion are reduced, as expected.

In order to have a better understanding of the influence of mixture composition on the combustion development, independently of combustion duration, the relevant combustion variables are plotted versus the Mass Fraction Burned of each mixture. The standard deviation of the Mass Fraction Burning Rate is an estimator of the turbulence intensity of the combustion speed. For all the cases tested, except when the engine is only fuelled with hydrogen, this variable shows little dependence on the Mass Fraction Burned. These results show that the turbulence in the combustion chamber is a characteristic of the engine for a given engine geometry and speed, and the variations of the combustion process are a consequence of the velocity inside the combustion chamber.

The mixture with 100% of hydrogen shows differential characteristics, since its high combustion speed causes a strong acceleration of combustion, increasing fluid turbulence.

For all proportions of hydrogen in the fuel mixture, results indicate that there is a little dependency between the first stage of the combustion (characterized by a value of 0.05 MFB) and the second stage of combustion (characterized by a value of 0.45 MFB).


